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For an infinite cardinal K, we call a compact zero-dimensional space a k-Parovicenko space if 
its boolean algebra of clopen sets is K-saturated and has cardinality K<“. We answer some questions 
about these spaces which were posed in [14]. For instance, it is shown that a K’-Parovicenko 
space can be a Stone-Cech remainder in a natural way. We show that some of the results in [ 141 
which used the assumption K<* = K, do indeed require this assumption. We also show that if 
2” = K+ then each compact F,+-space with weight K+ can be embedded into a K+-Parovicenko 
space (and so into an extremally disconnected space). 
Introduction 
If one has in mind to generalize w* to cardinals K > w, then there are three ways 
that one can view the space w* = +\w (where /3X is the Stone-Cech compactifica- 
tion of X). It may be viewed as: (i) the space of all free ultrafilters on w; (ii) the 
space of all uniform ultrafilters on w (an ultrafilter is uniform if each of its members 
have the same cardinality), and (iii) a compact zero-dimensional F-space with the 
property that no proper open F, is dense. As far as the first two views are concerned 
the obvious generalizations are PK -K and u(K), respectively (where U(K) is the 
set of uniform ultrafilters on K). It is the third view which will be taken in this 
paper. More precisely, we will be investigating the Stone spaces of boolean algebras 
of cardinality 2” which are K+ -saturated. Negrepontis [ 141 investigated such spaces 
and algebras using the assumption 2” = K+. Since that time many of the results about 
w* which were originally proven assuming 2” = w, have been shown to be false 
when 2” > w,. Some, also, have been shown to hold regardless of the size of the 
continuum. In this paper we shall apply some of these ideas and techniques to 
Stone spaces of K+-saturated algebras for K > w. We also answer some questions 
left open in [14]. 
Let K be an infinite cardinal. We shall call a topological space X a K-Parovicenko 
space if X is a compact zero-dimensional space and the boolean algebra of clopen 
subsets of X, denoted CO(X), is K-saturated (see Theorem 1.1) and has cardinality 
KcK (KcK = SUP(K’: A < K)). It is shown in [ 141 that if K = K<~ then there is a unique 
K-Parovicenko space denoted S,. 
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The following are our main results. We answer positively Negrepontis’ question 
of whether there is a natural space X so /3X\X is K+-Parovicenko. (This has been 
solved independently by Van Douwen). We show that there is a unique K- 
Parovicenko space if and only if KCK = K. If 2” = K+ then each compact zero- 
dimensional F,+-space of weight at most 2” embeds into SK+ and therefore into an 
extremally disconnected space, Finally we show that any K-Parovicenko space maps 
onto (D(2”) + 1)” (where D(2”) + 1 is the one-point compactification of the discrete 
space of cardinality 2”). The reason that this is of interest is explained in Theorem 
2.5 and is in connection with independent matrices. This last result is the only one 
which is new for the case K = w. 
1. Preliminaries 
A space is zero-dimensional if it has a base for the topology consisting of open 
and closed (clopen) sets. In this paper all hypothesized spaces will be zero- 
dimensional and Hausdorff. For a space X, PX denotes the Cech-Stone compactifi- 
cation. A space X is strongly zero-dimensional if PX is zero-dimensional. The set 
of bounded real-valued continuous functions on X is denoted C*(X). A subset Y 
of X is C*-embedded in X if for each ge C*(Y) there is anfE C*(X) with gcf: 
For an infinite cardinal K, X is an F,-space if T c X is C*-embedded in X whenever 
Y is the union of fewer than K clopen subsets of X. An F,,-space is usually called 
an F-space. If B is a boolean algebra then the Stone space of B, S(B), is the compact 
space whose underlying set is the ultrafilters of B and a subset of S(B) is clopen 
if and only if it is equal to all ultrafilters containing some fixed element of B. The 
set of clopen subsets of a space X is denoted CO(X). 
Let K be an infinite regular cardinal. The definition of K-SatUratedneSS for a 
boolean algebra is a model-theoretic one. We shall not give the definition but simply 
use the equivalence discovered by Negrepontis [5, 141. 
1.1. Theorem. A boolean algebra B is K-saturated if and only if for any A, Cc B, 
with JAuC~<K and oVV{a:a~F}<l /j/j{ c: CE G} for any finite Fc A and 
G c B, there is a b E B with a < b < c for any a E Au {o}, c E C u {l}. 
As mentioned in the Introduction we will call a compact space X K-Parovicenko 
if CO(X) is K-saturated and ]CO(X)( = Kcx. Note that if K = A+ for some cardinal 
A then K<~ = 2”. If U is an open subset of a space X then the type of U, t(U), is 
the least cardinality of a family of clopen subsets of X whose union is U. 
1.2. Theorem ([5]). A compact space X is K-Parovicenko if and only if X is F,-space 
of weight K<~ with the property that no proper open subset of type less than K is dense 
in X. 
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1.3. Theorem ([5]). ZfB is a boolean algebra with IBI 4 K<~ then B can be embedded 
into a K-saturated algebra B, with IBKI = K<~. Zf I BI G K then B embeds into any 
K-saturated algebra. 
1.4. Corollary. Each compact space with weight at most KcK is the continuous image 
of some K-Parovicenko space. Also each K-Parovicenko space maps onto every compact 
space with weight at most K. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 (due to B. Jonsson) requires a direct limit construction. 
Another method of getting K-saturated algebras when K = At for some A is to use 
an ultrapower using a At-good w-incomplete ultrafilter. The interested reader is 
referred to [5] for the definition of these ultrafilters and for the proof of the following 
two results. 
1.5. Theorem (Kunen). For each infinite cardinal A there is an ultrajilter p E U(A) 
which is A+-good and w-incomplete. 
1.6. Theorem (Keisler). If B is an atomless boolean algebra and p E U(A) is At-good 
o-incomplete then the ultrapower B”/p is A+-saturated. 
We close this section with three results by Negrepontis. 
1.7. Theorem. K<~ = K implies that there is a unique, up to homeomorphism, K- 
Parovicenko space, denoted S,. 
1.8. CorOllary. KcK = K implies SK maps onto each compact space of weight K. 
Proof. By Theorems 1.7 and 1.3 and Stone’s duality. 
A subspace Y of X is called a retract of X if there is a map f of X onto Y so 
that f(y) = y for y E Y 
1.9. Theorem. ( KcK = K) If U c SK is an open subset of type less than K then l_? is a 
retract of SK. 
The result of Theorem 1.9 can be restated in boolean algebraic terms, using 
Theorem 1.2, as follows. 
1.10. Theorem. (KcK = K) If AC CO( S,) with JAI < K then there is an isomorphism f 
of CO(U {a: a E A}) into CO($) such that f(b) = b for each b E U {CO(a): a E A}. 
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2. In ZFC for K a successor 
It is much more fruitful in general, to study X* = pX\X by investigating properties 
of X than it is to try and extract a few properties of X* and study it just using 
these properties. It is therefore very natural to ask as in [ 141 whether a K-Parovicenko 
space can be realized as /?X\X for some suitably nice space X. Of course it is well 
known that @J\O is an w,-Parovicenko space and indeed /3X\X, for any locally 
compact, Lindelof zero-dimensional space of weight c, is w,-Parovicenko. We answer 
this question in the affirmative in Theorem 2.2 but we first show, by examples, that 
this result is about as nice as one might reasonably expect. 
2.1. Examples. (1) If X contains a clopen subset which is Lindelof, locally compact 
and non-compact then CO@X\X) is not w,-saturated. Indeed, if U is the hypothe- 
sized clopen set then we can map U onto w so that the preimage of each integer 
is compact. There is, therefore, an open map of clpxU\ ZJ onto w*. Now w* contains 
a family of w, pairwise disjoint clopen sets, say {a,: s E w,}, so that there is a subset 
Z of w, so that U {a,: s E Z} and U {a,: s E w,\Z} do not have disjoint closures (this 
is a result of Hausdorff and Lusin). It follows easily that the preimages of these 
clopen sets share this property and so neither of CO(pU\V) or CO(pX\X) are 
w,-saturated. 
(2) Let X be a compact space and let Y = D XX where D is uncountable and 
has the discrete topology. Define U( Y) = {p E p Y\ Y: p cz clpu( Z XX) for all Z c D 
with (II < IDI}. If JD( h as uncountable cofinality then CO( U( Y)) is not w, -saturated 
and if IDI has countable cofinality then CO( Cr( Y)) is not w,-saturated. In case IDI 
has countable cofinality there is an open map of CO( U( Y)) onto w* and so 
CO( U( Y)) is not w,-saturated by the above argument. In fact, in any case, there 
is an open map of U(Y) onto U(A) where A is the cofinality of ID]. It is shown 
in [ 151 that if A > w then U(h) has a dense proper open set of type w. Therefore, 
so does Z_Z( Y), and it follows that CO( Z-J( Y)) is not w,-saturated. 
2.2. Theorem. Suppose that X is a compact zero-dimensional space and that CO(X) 
is K-saturated for a regular cardinal K. Let { Y,, : u E K} be an increasing chain of clopen 
subsets of X and let Y = IJ { Y, : LY E K}. Then CO@ Y\ Y) is K+-saturated and /3 Y\ Y 
is zero-dimensional. 
Before proving the theorem we state an interesting corollary. The space of 
sub-uniform ultrafilters on or, SU(w,), is defined as &~,\[oru U(w,)] and is, of 
course, equal to the set of free ultrafilters on o, which contain some countable set. 
2.3. Corollary. The space SU(w,)* = [pSU(w,)]\SU(w,) is an w,-Purovicenko space. 
This space is investigated further in [9]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first observe that CO(pY\ Y) = {clpfl\a: a is a clopen 
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subset of Y} (let us let a” = clpya\a for a E CO(Y)). Also note that if a, b E CO( Y) 
then a” n b* = 0 if and only if a n b c Y, for some (Y E K. Now, let {a,: a E K} u 
{c,:a~K}~CO(Y)sothatu,=~,c,=Y,and,foranyfiniteF~~,U{u~:~~~F}~ 
n (~2: cy E F} (in this proof AC B will imply that B\A # 0). It follows from the 
regularity of K, that we may suppose that we have chosen a strictly increasing 
sequence {&: LY E K} so that, for LX, p E K and any finite subset F of (Y, a, n Ycm = 0, 
Y+ c Cl3 and U {a,: y E F} c n {cv: y E F}. Let us now define, for convenience, 
Z, = Y@ for Ly E K. 
For p E K, we inductively define clopen subsets g, of ZP satisfying: 
(i) U ,,<p L-q3 f-J %I dJ,<p go c &3, 
(4 gB = UncP [cm fl Zpl, and 
(iii) gp n Z,, = g, for LY < /3. 
We define g,c Z, arbitrarily. Since a, n Z,,=@ and Z,,c c, for all a E K, (i)-(iii) 
hold. Suppose we have defined g, for (Y <p <K satisfying (i)-(iii). We claim that 
for each finite F = p, 
Q$!Y-l y&F =Zgn n kyuZp\Zylncy 
This follows from the induction assumptions and the properties of a, and c, for 
LY E K. Now, since CO(Z,) is K-saturated, we may choose a clopen set, g,, which 
satisfies (i)-(iii). It is then, easily verified that if g = I_),,, g, then g* satisfies the 
requirements in Theorem 1.1. Therefore CO(p Y\ Y) is K+-saturated. It remains to 
show that /3Y\ Y is zero-dimensional. This is equivalent to showing that if g is a 
continuous real-valued function on Y then there is a b E CO( Y) satisfying g’(O) c b 
and b n g’( 1) = 0. This follows from the above and the fact that g’((-00, i)) and 
g’(($, co)) both have type K. 
It is shown in [5] that, assuming 2” = K+, SK+ can be embedded into U(K) and 
hence PK. This may be helpful in obtaining new results about U(K). The proof in 
[S] in the absence of 2” = K+ still shows that U(K) does contain a K+-Parovicenko 
space. We include, for completeness, a more topological version of this proof. 
2.4. Theorem. For each injinite cardinal K, there are subspaces of U(K) which are 
K+-Purovicenko. 
Proof. Let p be any w-incomplete, K+-good uniform uhrafilter on K (see Theorem 
1.5). By Theorem 1.6, if B = CO(w*) then the ultrapower B”/p is K+ saturated and 
has cardinality (2”)” = 2”. Also if {A,: a E K} is a family of pairwise disjoint subsets 
of K, each with cardinality K, then 
n CO(cl,,& n ~(K))/P = [CO( U(K))I~IP oLFI( 
is also K+-saturated. To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to 
show that the Stone space of [CO( U(K))]~/~ can be embedded in U(K). 
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Therefore let f&={XE U(K): for each AEX {CT: IA~A,I=K}E~}= 
f-j {cl,,,,[u {cl,,A, n U(K): (Y E I}]: I E p}. Now, since A, n A, = 0 for LY < p < K, 
and PK is extremally disconnected, the set U {cl,,A, n U(K): a E K} is C*- 
embedded in U(K). It is now routine to verify that CO(&) = [CO( U(K))]~/~. In 
addition, if we choose a copy of w*, say Yo;, in each of the sets cl,,A, n U(K), 
and let Jp = {x E U(K): for each neighborhood V of x, {a E K : V n Y, # 0) E p} then 
CO(J,) = B”/p. 
The weak Novak number of a space X, wn(X), is defined if X has no isolated 
points and is equal to the minimum cardinality of a famliy of nowhere dense sets 
with dense union. A surprising and important result about w* (and w,-Parovicenko 
spaces in general) is that CO(w*) has a dense subset which forms a tree, with height 
at most wn(w*), under reverse inclusion [2, 7, 161. A subset T of a boolean algebra 
B is dense if for each b E B, b > 0, there is a t E T with b 2 t > 0. Also T is a tree 
(in the reverse ordering) if for each t E T {s E T: s > t} is well ordered with order 
type o(t). The height of T, h(t), is equal to the minimum ordinal (Y such that o(t) < a 
for all t E T. A r-base for a zero-dimensional space X is a dense subset of CO(X)\{@}. 
For a compact zero-dimensional space X, the cardinal function wn(X) has a 
boolean algebraic analogue in CO(X). For any boolean algebra B, let h(B) = 
min{r: B is not r-distributive}. It follows easily that h(c) G h(b) for cc b and 
c, b E CO(X)\{0}. If b E CO(X)\{0}. IS c osen with h(b) minimal (equivalently wn( b) h 
minimal) then wn(b) = h(b) and wn(X) = sup{h(b): b E CO(X)\{0}}. For a 
K-Parovicenko space X, wn(X) ?= K and it is shown below that it is at most 
Cf( KiK). No more can be said in ZFC about wn(X) as can be seen in [2] for the case 
X = w*. I would like to thank the referee for providing a proof to remove the 
cardinal assumptions in the first version of Theorem 2.5 and for bringing to my 
attention the reference [3, 1.141 of which (together with [2]) it is only a minor 
modification. 
2.5. Theorem. Let K be a regular cardinal and let X be a K-Parovicenko space. Then 
X has a n-base Tc CO(X) which is a tree under reverse inclusion of height wn(X). 
Furthermore wn(X) G cf ( KcK). 
Proof. First choose a maximal cellular family E c CO(X)\(B) such that if e E E 
and b E CO(e) then h(b) = h(e). It then follows that wn( e) = h(e) for each e E E. 
Since it suffices to provide a n-base T, for each e E E satisfying the theorem let us 
assume that h(b) = h(X) (hence wn(b) =wn(X)) for each bECO(X)\{0}. Let 
w = wn(X) and fix {E,: 5~ w}, a sequence of nowhere dense subsets of X with 
dense union. Since wn( b) = wn(X) for each b E CO(X)\{0}, we may assume that 
{E,: .$G w} is increasing. 
We first prove that there is a tree Tc CO(X) such that (i) ht( T) = wn(X), and 
(ii)l{tET: tnb#O}l=KcK for each b E CO(X)\{0}. Choose by induction on LY < w, 
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T, c CO(X)\{0} so that t E T, implies that t n E, = 0 and for each y < (Y, there is 
an s E T, with t c s; also ensure that U T, is dense in X. To prove that this can be 
done only requires observing that lJ {t E CO(X): for each y < cy there is an s E T, 
with t c s} is dense since wn(X) = h(CO(X)). Let T = U,,, T,. 
Now for any b E CO(X)\{0}, there is an (Y < w such that b n E, f 0. Since U {r n 
b: I E T, c CO(X)} is dense in b with t n E, = 0 for t E T,, it follows that {t E T,: t n 
b # 0} is infinite. Moreover, since X is K- Parovicenko we may choose {t, : A < K} c 
{f E T,: t n b # 0). To prove that (ii) holds it will suffice to show that, for each h < K, 
I{ t E T: t c tA and t n b # 0)l Z K*. We have already shown that for any t E T with 
t n b f 0, there is a p > o(t) such that I{s E TP: s = t and s n b # 0)I 3 K by choosing 
/3 > o(t) with t n b n EP # 0. Furthermore, since X is K-Parovicenko, for any 
descending chain {se: 5 < y s A} c T with .sE n b # 0 for 5 < y, int n {se n b: 5 < y} # 
0 and so there is an s 5 T with s n b # 0 and s c se for t< y. Therefore we can 
choose by induction on y s A, {t,-: f E K’} such that t, = t, and for any f E K<*, 
gE KSA and i #j < K f~ g implies tl 1 tz, ffh, n tfn, = 0 and tR n b # 0. 
After we have built such a tree T, we fixed an injection f from CO(X)\{@} into 
T such that b nf(b) f 0 for each b E CO(X)\{0}. We can now modify T so that it 
becomes a n-base by inductively refining each level so that when we get to f(b) we 
ensure that some member of this level is contained in b nf( b). Sincef is an injection 
this is no problem. 
Finally we show that wn(X) G Cf(K ‘“). First of all X has a dense subset D = 
{d,: (Y < KcK} since jCO(X)l = K<~ and, for any p < K<~, L& = {d,: LY <p} is now- 
here dense since, as our proof of (ii) above shows, each open set contains K(~ 
pairwise disjoint non-empty open sets. Therefore the dense set D is a union of 
Cf(KCK) nowhere dense sets. 
The Gleason space or absolute of X, EX, is the Stone space of the completion of 
CO(X), denoted RO(X). The existence of a dense tree in CO(X) is useful in 
studying EX (see [7] or Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). 
For a set J, let D(J) + 1 denote the one-point compactification of the discrete 
space J. In [ 1 I], Kunen introduced the notion of an I x J-independent matrix in 
CO(w*) for sets Z, J and showed that it has a 2”’ x2”-independent matrix. This was 
used to construct special points in w* (see [lo, 11, 131). For a space X, CO(X) 
has an I x J-independent matrix (or X has) if and only if there is a continuous 
mapping of X onto the Tychonof product (D(J) + 1)‘. Indeed, if f maps X onto 
(D(J)+l)’ and for (i,j)EIxJ we let C(i,j)={y~(D(J)+l)‘:y(i)=j}, then 
{f’[C(i,j)]: (i,j) E Z xJ}isthematrix(see[l l]or[8]forthedefinition). Itisunknown 
whether every w,-Parovicenko space has a 2” x2”-independent matrix. It is shown 
in [8] that if X is K+-Parovicenko then it has a 2” X K+- independent matrix. In the 
next result we increase the second coordinate to 2” but must singificantly shrink 
the first. 
2.6. Theorem. If X is a K+-Parovicenko space (or even if CO(X) is K+-saturated) 
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then X has a K X2”-independent matrix. Further, if A is a cardinal such that each 
proper open subset of X of type A is not dense then X has a A x 2”-independent matrix. 
Proof. We shall prove that X can be mapped onto (D(2”)) + 1)“. It is routine to 
show that X can be mapped onto the space 2”““. Therefore let F be a mapping of 
X onto (2”)“ (where 2” has the product topology). For each f~ 2”, and (Y E K we 
shall find a clopen subset of X, ash so that F[Q] = C(o,f) = {y E (2”)“: y(a) =f}. 
It will then follow that for each cr E K, we have a continuous map G, of X onto 
D(2”) + 1 defined by Ga(f) = u,~ for f~ 2”, and that G = n G, is a mapping of X 
onto (D(2”) + 1)“. Now, fix (Y E K and .fE 2” and fix a set SC C(qf) so that S has 
cardinality K and is dense in C( cqf). The subset of X, F’[ C( a,f)], is a G,-set, 
that is X\F’[ C(a,f)] has type K. Furthermore, for each s E S, F’(s) is a G,-set 
and so has non-empty interior. For each s E S, choose a, E CO(X) so that a, c F’(s). 
Because X is K+-Parovicenko, we may choose aef so that lJ {a,: s E S} c a,, c 
F‘[C(a,f)]. Since S is dense in C(a,f) and aaf is compact, F[a,,]= C(qf). 
Let (L, <, 0,l) be a linearly ordered set with end points 0 < 1. For an ordinal cq 
L is called an q,-set with end points if given any Au C c L, with ]A u Cl < o, and 
O~a<c~l for aEA,cEC, then there is a bEL with Osa<b<csl for aEA 
and c E C. Any maximal chain of B, where B is an w,-saturated boolean algebra, 
is an q,-set with endpoints. Conversely, if a boolean algebra B has the property 
that each maximal chain is an n,-set with end points then B is or-saturated. 
Negrepontis [ 141 asked if this converse holds for LY > 1. 
2.7. Theorem. A boolean algebra is w,-saturated if and only if each maximal chain 
is an va-set with end points. 
Proof. Let B have the property that every maximal chain is a q,-set. For sets 
A, C c B let A < C abbreviate the statement ‘o v V {a: a E F} < 1 /Jr\ {c: c E G} for 
each finite F c A and G c C’. Also let a < C and A < c denote {a} < C and A < {c} 
respectively. Clearly every maximal chain of B is an q,-set with end points if and 
only if for any A, C c B with ]A u Cl < w,, A < C, and Au C a chain then there is 
a b E B with A < b < C. Suppose that, for w c K s A < w,, if A, C c B with A < C, 
IAl ~K,/CISA andeither]A]<Kor(C]<A thenthereisabEBwithA<b<C. 
Now let A={a,:/?<K} and C={c,: y<A} be subsets of B with A<C, a,=0 
and cO= 1. We first construct, by induction on 6 <A, a descending chain {d,: S <A} 
sothatfor6<A,A<d,<{c,: ysS}u{d,: y<6}andA<{d,: y<6}uCFix6<A 
and suppose that we have chosen {d,: y < 6). By our induction assumption there 
is an element d,, E B with A < dso < {d, A cg: y < S}. If A is finite, it may not be the 
case that A < {d,,} u C. We choose recursively {dyp: p E A}, an increasing chain, so 
that,forpEA,d8p<{d,~c8: y<6}andA<{d,,}u{c,:~<~}.Indeed,for~alimit 
we may choose dsP so that {d,,: 5 <P}<dsp<{dyAc6: y<S} since {ds5: [<p}u 
{d, A c8: y < 6) is a chain. If A < {dsp} u {q: 5 < p} we may choose ep E B so that 
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0<ep<{c6~d,\dsp: r<slu{c,\dap:5 sp} by induction assumption; let dsp+, = 
d sp v e,. Now {d,,: B E A} < {cs A d,: y < 6) and the union is a chain, hence we may 
choose d,EB with {d,,:pEA}<d6<{c8~d,: y<S}. Then A<{d,: y~6)uC 
since A<{d,,}<{d,: y ~6}u{c,: [c/3} for each BEA. 
Once we have A <{d,: 6 E A} we dualize the above procedure to choose a chain 
{f,: PEK} so that {a,: r~P}u{f,: y<P}<fp<{d8: SEA}. Finally we pick be B 
sothat{fp:/?EK}<b<{ds: 6~A}whichwemaydobecause{f0:P~K}u{d,: SEA} 
is a chain. Clearly we have A < b < C. 
2.8. In [14], Negrepontis showed that any compact extremally disconnected space 
of weight less than K can be embedded as a retract in a K-Parovicenko space. (A 
space X is extremally disconnected if CO(X) is a complete boolean algebra.) He 
asked if the converse is true; we show that it is not for K > c. In [4], a space X is 
constructed which is not separable but each family of pairwise disjoint open sets 
is countable (abbreviated ccc) and X is a continuous image of w*. This means that 
there is a closed subspace K of o* which maps onto X by a closed irreducible 
map. It follows that K is a ccc non-separable extremally disconnected subspace of 
w*. Note that there is no mapping of /3w onto K. 
Now if Y is a K-Parovicenko space with K 2 w, there is certainly a copy of pw, 
and so of w*, in Y. However the copy of K in this copy of w* is not a continuous 
image of @J and so is not a continuous image of Y. Therefore for K> c, any 
K-Parovicenko space contains a compact extremally disconnected subspace ofweight 
less than K which is not a retract. 
3. KcCK=K 
Let K be a cardinal satisfying Kc * = K. As mentioned in the Introduction there is 
a unique K-Parovicenko space, SK. In [ 141 it is shown that this space is characterized 
by the property in Theorem 1.2 and that each compact space of weight at most K 
is the continuous image of SK (Theorem 1.3). In this section we characterize a certain 
type of closed subset of SK. 
3.1. Definition. A subset K of a compact space X is a P,-set if for each collection 
& of subsets of X with clxA n K = 0, for A E s4, and IAl < K then clx u {A: A E S} n 
K =@. Equivalently, the intersection of fewer than K neighborhoods of K is again 
a neighborhood of K. 
3.2. Theorem. SK can be embedded into S, as a nowhere dense P,-set. 
The idea behind the following construction is that if we take the ordinal space 
K-t 1 then in the space K + 1 XS,, {K} X SK is a nowhere dense P,-set. If we then 
make all (Y < K isolated in K + 1, X = K i- 1 X SK becomes an F,-space (see [5] for 
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definition or just replace < with G in Theorem 1.1). Also CO(X) ={f~ CO($)“: 
for some a<~ and a~CO(&)f(/3)= f a or (Y < p < K}. However CO(X) is not 
K-saturated since, for example, w\n x S, E CO(X) for each n E w and n,, w\n x S, = 
0. However, this picture is very useful below because we essentially just find an 
open copy of K x SK in SK and use retractions to guarantee that we can find CO(X) 
as above as a subalgebra of CO(&). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For K a successor, this can easily be proven as a corollary 
to Theorem 2.2. However we must do more work for K a limit and this proof will 
work for K a successor as well. Let {a,: (Y E K}c CO(S,)\{O} be a strictly increasing 
chain. Recall that Theorem 1.10 guarantees that for each A < K we have an injection 
g,, of CO(U {a a: a < A}) into CO(a,) such that g,,(u) = a for each a E 
U {CO(u,): (Y <A}. Also, for each cy E K, we fix an isomorphism h, from 
CO(%+, \a,) onto CO(a,). Let us define a subalgebra of CO(U {a,: (Y < K}). For 
each a E CO( a,,), define f(u) = U {a a: (YE K} aS fOllOWS; for A a hit f(a)n a,+ = 
g*(U{f(a)ua a: a<A}) and for A =r+l,f(u)na, =f(u)nu,uh,(a). It can be 
checked by induction that for A s ~,f( a) E CO(U {a,: (Y E A}) and that f is an 
isomorphism of CO( a,) into CO(U {a,: (Y < K}). 
Let B = {b E CO(u {a,: (Y < K}): for some A < K and a E CO(u,), b\u, =f(u)\u,}. 
Clearly B is a subalgebra of CO(lJ {a,. . a < K}) which contains U {CO( a,): LY < K}. 
Claim 1. B is K-saturated. 
Proof. Let { cai: (Y < p < K, i < 2) c B with {c,,,: (Y < /3} < {c,,: (Y < /3}. By the defini- 
tion of B and the regularity of K, there is a A < K and a subset {doi: cy < p, i < 2) c 
CO(u,) so that ~,,\a, =f(dai)\uh for (Y < /3 and i < 2. Therefore we may choose an 
element bOECO(u,+,) so that {c,~Au,+,: (Y</~}<~,<{c,AU,,+~: cx</3}. Let u= 
h,(bo\u,)andnotethatifb=b,vf(u)\a, then{c,,:a<p}<b<{c,,:~</?}since 
for each (Y </3 i<2 ~,,\a, =f(hh(cai A uh+,\uh))\uh. 
In the Stone space of B, S(B), let K = n { l\u a: (Y < K}. Note that K is a nowhere 
dense PC-set in S(B) since each non-zero element of B contains an element of 
U {CO(u,): (Y < K}. To complete the proof of the theorem we prove: 
Claim 2. CO(K) is isomorphic to CO(Q). 
Proof. Let b E B = CO( S( B)) and let a E CO( a,) with b\u, =f( ~)\a, for some A < K. 
Clearly b n K =f(u) n K and since f is an isomorphism into B the claim is proven. 
The next result is a generalization of the theorem for K = w, in [l]. 
3.3. Theorem. A space X can be embedded us a closed nowhere dense P,-set in S, if 
and only if X is a compact F,-space with weight at most K. 
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Proof. First suppose that X is a closed nowhere dense P,-set in S,. Let U be an 
open subset of X of type A < K and choose {a,: (Y Cc A} c CO(X) with U = 
U{a a: a c A}. To show that U is C*-embedded in X it will suffice to show that if 
a CT03 a,, E CO(a,), for (Y < A, are such that for any (Y, p < A, a,,n upI = 0 then there 
isane1ement,b~C0(S,)with~{a,,:~<A}~bandbn{a,,:a<A}=0.Suppose 
p < A and we have chosen {b,,: a < /3, i < 2) c CO(&) such that b,i n X = Uai and 
baonb,,=O for (Y, y<P and i<2. To choose bPi, we note that api n 
(,I {b,,_i: cy < /3} = 0 and that apZ is a P,-set. Therefore we may choose b,, i < 2 as 
required. Since S, is an PC-space, there is a b E CO(&) with beoC b with b n b,, = 0 
for (Y < A. 
For the converse, suppose that X is a compact F,-space with weight at most K. 
Let Kc S, be a nowhere dense P,-set which is homeomorphic to S, as in Theorem 
3.2 and let g be a continuous map of K onto X as in Corollary 1.8. Let Y be the 
adjunct space S, u gX, i.e., Y is the quotient space of S, obtained by identifying 
y, z E K if and only if g(y) = g(z). Under this identification, the quotient of K is 
homeomorphic to X and so X is embedded in Y as a nowhere dense P,-set. It 
remains only to show that Y is an F,-space and that no proper open subset of type 
less than K is dense. The latter follows directly from the facts that each clopen 
subset of Y which is disjoint from X is homeomorphic to S, and that X is a P,-set. 
To show that Y is an F,-space, suppose that {ami: (Y < A < K, i < 2) c CO( Y) such 
that a,, n up, = 0 for all (Y, p < A. Since X is an F,-space, there is a b E CO(X) such 
that a,,nXc b and bna,, =0 for all (Y <A. Now since X is a P,-set, for each 
X~E b and x1 E X\b we have XirZ cly U {a,,_,: cr < A}. By the compactness of b and 
X\ b we choose co, cr E CO( Y), disjoint, such that con X = b and cg n a,, = 0 for 
(Y < A and, similarly, c, n X = X\b and c, n a,, =0 for a<A. Now Xc couc, and 
certainly Y\c,u c, is an F,-space and so U {a,,\~,: (Y < A} is separated from 
u {a,\~,: (Y <A}. 
3.4. Corolhy. If 2” = K+ then any compact F,+-space of weight at most K+ can be 
embedded in an extremally disconnected space. 
Proof. Theorems 3.3 and 2.4. 
3.5. Remark. If K is a regular cardinal and we no longer assume that K<~ = K then 
we can still go through the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 to show that each 
F,-space with weight at most KcK can be embedded as a nowhere dense P,-set in 
some K-Parovicenko space. However one must first prove (using a direct limit 
construction) that for any K-Parovicenko space a, there is an increasing sequence 
{a,: y < K} of K-parovicenko spaces with each uy clopen, Up+ up a retract of a, 
and a,+,\a, = a,. That this needs proof is shown in Theorem 4.5. 
Corollary 3.4 obviously suggests the question of whether S, can be embedded in 
an extremally disconnected space for any K with K = K<~ (or even any K-Parovicenko 
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space). More generally, it is an open problem to characterize the closed subspaces 
of extremally disconnected spaces. 
4. Some examples when K<~ > K 
In this section we give a couple of examples of K-saturated boolean algebras in 
models of K<* > K to show, for example, that there is no longer a unique K- 
Parovicenko space. The case K = co, is due to Van Douwen and Van Mill [6]. We 
also show that the closure of an open set of type o in w* (a cozero set) need not 
be a retract and we consider the uniqueness of the completion of K-saturated 
algebras. The first result is based on an idea in [6]. Let K be a regular cardinal. 
4.1. Theorem. There is a unique K-Parovicenko space if and only if~<~ = K. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is by way of constructing examples of K-saturated 
boolean algebras which are not isomorphic and have cardinality (K+)<~. 
Example 1. Let A 2 K be a cardinal. There is a K-saturated boolean algebra B, 
having cardinality A’” and containing a subset {a(cr, i): (a, i) E A ~2) such that 
(i) a(a,O)=l-a(a,l)forcr<A,and 
(ii) I{((Y, i) E A x2: b A a( a, i) = O}] < K for each b E B*\(O). 
Suppose that K = yt for some cardinal y. Let p E U(y) be an o-incomplete 
y+-good ultrafilter (Theorem 1.5). Let B be the boolean algebra CO(2”), where 2” 
has the product topology. Then Bh = BY/p and, for (a, i) E A x2, a(a, i) is the 
equivalence class of the element of BY which is equal to C(cr, i) = {y E 2”: y(cr) = i} 
in each coordinate. It is clear that (B,I = IBIY = AY = A<, and by Theorem 1.6 B, is 
K-saturated. To verify (ii), we let b E [B\{O}IY and note that for each j3 E y, {(a, i) E 
A x2: b(P) A C((Y, i) =0} is finite. Therefore if b’E B,\(O) then we may choose 
b E [ B\{O}IY in the equivalence class of b’ and obtain that ]{(a, i) E A X2: b’ A 
a(a, i)=O}I~l{(a, i)EA x2: there is a PE y with b(P)nC(cu, i)=O}1c y<K. 
For the case K a limit, we cannot use an ultrapower as above but we must use a 
direct limit inductive construction which we omit. 
Example 2. There is a K-saturated boolean algebra C of cardinality K<~ which has 
an ultrafilter which has a base {c a: a<K} with c,<c, for p<ff<K. 
Indeed, as in [6], we may simply take any K-saturated boolean algebra C’ with 
]C’] = K<~ and let {c&: cy < K} c C’ be a strictly descending chain. Now we let Y be 
the quotient space of S( C’) obtained by collapsing K = n {CL: a < K} to a point 
y,. The proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that, since K is a P,-set, Y is a K-Parovicenko 
space. Now let C = CO( Y) and {c, .  CY < K} c C be a descending neighborhood base 
of Yo. 
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Fact 1. The minimum cardinality of a base for an ultrajilter of B, is A. (The character 
of each point in S(B,) is A.) 
Proof. Let F c B, be a filter with IFI < A. Now by property (ii) of B,, I{( a, i) E A x 
2: b~u(a,i)=Oforsome bEF}I<IFI. K < A. Therefore, there is an (Y E A such that 
a(cy,o)Ab#Oand a(cw,l)r\b#Oforeach bgF. 
Fact 2. Each element of S(B,) is contained in a nowhere dense set of the form 
n {a(a, f(a)): (Y E K} for SOme f E 2". 
Proof. For (YEK, S(B,,)ca(cw,o)ua(a,l). For XES(B~) choose fE2” so that 
x~a(~,f(~u))for(~<K.Supposen{a(cy,f(~)): (~<K}containsaclopensetb~ B,. 
Since u(cr,f(cr))na(a, l-f(a))=O, we have K=I{((Y,~)EA x2: b~u(a,i)=O}I= 
I{(cu, 1 -f(a)): a E K}I. Therefore b =0 and Fact 2 is proven. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.. If KO( > K, then let A = KcK. By Fact 1, B, and C of Example 
2 are not isomorphic. Since I B,I = ICI, S( Bh) and S(C) are non-homeomorphic 
K-Parovicenko spaces. 
4.2. Theorem. If cf(KcK ) = K then all K-Parovicenko spaces have the same absolute. 
Equivalently, RO(X) = RO( Y) for K-Purovicenko X, Y. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, CO(X) (and hence RO(X)) contains a dense tree T of 
height at most wn(X) for any K-Parovicenko space X. However, since the cofinality 
Of KCK . is K, wn(X) < K. Furthermore, since each maximal branch of T has height 
exactly K, we may assume that T is a dense subtree of 2’” = I_. (2”: a < K} (which 
is the set of functions ordered by extension). Therefore RO(X) is isomorphic to 
the unique complete boolean algebra containing 2’“. 
4.3. Theorem. If K is regular and Kcz = 2” then there are K-Parovicenko spaces X and 
Y such that RO(X) is not isomorphic to RO( Y). 
Proof. We use Example 1 twice with A = 2” to obtain B,, K-saturated with I B,,I = KCK, 
and B,, K+-saturated with lB,l = 2”. By Fact 1, we see that B,, is not K-distributive 
(see discussion preceding Theorem 2.5) whereas B,, being K+-saturated, is K- 
distributive. Hence B,, is not isomorphic to B,. Therefore if X = S( B,) and Y = S( B,), 
then X and Y are K-Parovicenko spaces while RO(X) is not isomorphic to RO( Y). 
Our final result is to show that the result Theorem 1.10 requires the assumption 
2” = w, for the case K = w,. Let us consider the following obvious weakening of 
retraction. Let us say that K c X is R-embedded in X if there is a function f from 
CO(K) into CO(X) so that, for a, b E CO(K) with a n b = 0, (i) f(a) n K = a, and 
(ii) f(u) nf(b) = 0. The following result is relatively straightforward to prove. 
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4.4. Theorem. Zf X is a K-Parovicenko space and K c X is a PA-set, where A = K<~, 
then K is R-embedded in X. 
However, it is the negation of Theorem 1.10 we are interested in; hence we prove 
the following. 
4.5. Theorem. In a model obtained by adding w2 Cohen reals to a model of 2” = ol, 
non-compact cozero subsets of w* are not R-embedded. (A cozero set is a set of type w.) 
Proof. In order to avoid a detailed forcing argument we will state two facts concern- 
ing Cohen reals for which the interested can easily construct proofs by reading [ 12, 
VIII.21. Let M be a model of 2” = w1 and let M, be the model obtained by adding 
w2 mutually Cohen reals to M. M, can be regarded as M[{f=: a E oz}] where each 
fa E 2“’ is one of the Cohen reals. 
Fact 1. For each f E w“’ there is a countable set Sjc w2 so that f E M[{fa: a E S}] 
if and only if S’c S. 
For s< t<o+ define h,,=h,,EcoW by h,,(n)=min{m:f,+,(m)#f,+,(m)}. 
Fact 2. Let J; g E ww and suppose that s < t < w2 with S, A [s, s + o = 0 and S, n 
[t, t+w)=0 then {n: h,,(n)>f(n)+g(n)} is infinite. 
Now, let D = w x 2’” where 2’” = IJ (2”: n E w} and note that BD = Bw. For each 
nEw, Let C,={n}x2’” and note that C = U {clp&,\D: n E W} is a non-compact 
cozero subset of BD\ D. As usual, for each subset A c D, let A* = clodA\ D E CO( D*). 
For each s< w2 and n<w let A,(n)={n}x{pE2<w:pcf,+,} and let A,= 
IJ {A,(n)*: n < w}; note that A, is a clopen subset of C. If s < t < 02, then for each 
n E w A,(n) n A,(n) has cardinality h,,(n); therefore A, n A, = 0. 
Suppose that for s < w2, B, c D is chosen so that A, = BT. It follows that there 
is a function g, E ww so that {n} x {p E 2<w: p c fs+, and 1 pi 3 g,(n)} = B, for n E w. 
By Fact 1, we may choose t < w2 so that r < t for r E U {S,\: s < w,}. Again by Fact 
1, we may choose s<w, with r<s for rEw,nS,,. Now, let E={(n,p): n<w, 
P =fs+, nLtn and h,,(n) > max{g,(n), g,(n)}} which is infinite by the definition of 
h,, and Fact 2. For (n, p) E E, IpI a max{gs(n), g,(n)} since IpI = h,,(n). Therefore 
EcB,snB, and B~nB~#@. 
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